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on roo wolfpack roo 2.0(July 5,1989)
 
Am a student at the university of akron and i also write poems. i been writing
since i was 12 years old.
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American Soldier
 
I am an american thru and thru.
Now the time has come to go to war and serve as a troop.
I serve in the american army with pride.
I will stand up as a soldier and will not die.
As my family moves away.
As enemies are in my country to stay.
I must carry on and raise to the top.
I will defend my country and will not stop.
We are loyal and strong to america and we want to be free.
Just like those in canada that already have peace.
Enough is enough so it takes a 'bomb' to smarten them up and so the leaders of
this country go away.
As we are promise to be in america another day.
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Feelings
 
My feelings are, my feelings are true.
There only one word that can describle you.
You and me we should give it a try.
You are so sweet you remind me of pie.
I like pie it's my favorite desert.
I only eat pie when my feelings are hurt.
Let's be together and live in a tall house.
I'll be your'e man and your'e be my spouse.
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Suicide Inside Me
 
As i apporach my bedroom all i see is the knife. cutting myself a thousand time
to see if it worth the price. the damage is done as the devil wins this round. he
will never become my king even if i have fallen to the ng is a price do i wanna
take it as i bleed. now i fallen to the devil's trap as his new breed.
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